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Abstract

Objective: The dissemination of effective obesity interventions requires the docu-

mentation of key elements of the intervention. But outcome papers and other

published manuscripts often lack detail that allow the replication of the interven-

tion. The Behavior Change Technique (BCT) Taxonomy (BCTTv1) is a widely used

approach to identify key elements of an intervention study. This study compares the

extent to which BCTs and domains identified in studies' intervention protocol are

concordant with detail from corresponding intervention design and study outcome

papers.

Methods: Data come from four obesity interventions with complete intervention

protocols as well as published intervention design and outcome papers. The number

of domains and BCTs was calculated for each treatment arm and stratified by coding

source. Emphasis of domains and BCTs was determined using an Analytical Hier-

archy Process (AHP).

Results: A review of each study's intervention protocol showed the mean number of

domains and BCTs used in treatment arms as 11.8 and 26.7, respectively. Primary

outcome papers had a mean loss of 34% of the reported domains and 43% of BCTS

as compared with intervention protocl. Design papers showed a loss of 11% and

21% of domains and BCTs, respectively.

Conclusions: The results confirm the limitations of using the BCTTv1 coding of

outcome papers to describe obesity‐related interventions. The results also highlight

the need for mechanisms that allow for a full description of intervention content

such as inclusion in a supplemental section of an online journal or the use of

intervention‐focused consort guidelines.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The need to create obesity interventions (including interventions

designed to promote weight loss as well as prevent unhealthy weight

gain) that have long term effectiveness and can be implemented with

fidelity, sustained through existing systems, and disseminated widely

remains a significant public health challenge. While progress has been

made in designing behaviorally‐based obesity interventions that are

effective in successful weight loss in the short term1,2 intervention

approaches that result in sustained weight loss or healthy weight

maintenance continue to be elusive.2,3 Those interventions found to

be efficacious in rigorously conducted trials need to be disseminated

more broadly to have public health impact.4–6

Enhancing the replication and dissemination potential of in-

terventions found to be effective requires a clear and complete un-

derstanding of the intervention strategies tested. But complete

descriptions of interventions are often not widely available. Most

typically, some description of the intervention is included in the

publication of the primary outcome paper of the intervention trial but

lack of space limits the amount of detail available. An intervention

design paper may be published that adds additional detail, but not all

studies publish a design paper. Obtaining the intervention protocol,

including the manual of procedures and other related intervention

materials from the original investigators is often difficult either

because of challenges in connecting with the original investigators or,

perhaps, because the intervention protocol was not created with

dissemination in mind, or created at all.

The level of intervention detail needed for dissemination in-

cludes information on the determinants targeted for change, the

mode of delivery, intended dose to be delivered, the intervention

components and the intervention strategies designed to promote

change.1,7 Michie and colleagues8,9 created a behavior change tax-

onomy to code intervention descriptions, explore techniques used

across different types of interventions, and help identify techniques

that are most effective. Work developing the taxonomy began by

having experts identify a set of behavior change techniques (BCTs)

commonly reported as used by intervention studies, particularly in-

terventions focusing on impacting change at the individual level

through educational, counseling, motivational or skills‐based ap-

proaches. The taxonomy identified and categorized 93 BCTs

embedded in 16 broader categories or domains. These BCTs and

domains are detailed in the Behavior Change Technique Taxonomy

(BCTTv1) which also includes a website providing detailed training on

how to code interventions.8 This approach has spurred a good deal of

research in the past decade with the goal of identifying the “active

ingredients” in interventions. To date, the work has been conducted

post hoc, often relying on descriptions of interventions that are

included in the primary outcome paper or, if available, the inter-

vention design paper as the source of information for the coding.

While there is evidence that the coding process shows good

inter‐rater reliability,10–14 evidence for criterion validity is less

strong. Criterion validity assesses the level of agreement between a

“gold standard” or criterion measure and another source of

information purporting to measure the same construct. The “gold

standard” for describing an intervention is found in the intervention

protocol, including the intervention manual of procedures and the

specific intervention materials that document the details of the

intervention as planned. However, the most commonly used docu-

ment to code BCTs is the study's primary outcome paper. Primary

outcome papers typically include a short description of the inter-

vention but focus more on study design, outcome measures, analysis

examining the impact of the intervention, and a description and

discussion of the results. Coding the outcome paper, rather than the

intervention protocol, may threaten criterion validity and result in an

incomplete and potentially skewed picture of the intervention. If an

intervention design paper is published, more detailed information on

the intervention may be included but it is unlikely to be as rich and

complete as the intervention protocol.

Minimal work has been done to investigate the loss of inter-

vention detail between the gold standard (intervention protocol or

manuals) and subsequent publications that mention the intervention

and the majority of work has been with smoking cessation in-

terventions. De Bruin and colleagues conducted a review of in-

terventions for smoking cessation14 that included 142 randomized

controlled trials spanning the years 1995–2015. The research

involved making comparisons between the BCTs identified from

coding the published materials related to the intervention and un-

published information on the intervention obtained from the study

authors. While inter‐rater reliability of the coding was high

(Kappa = 0.98) only 35% of the BCTs from intervention groups and

26% from control groups were identified in the published studies.14

In the field of obesity interventions more of the work has focused on

establishing the reliability of the coding method rather than exam-

ining the validity of the inclusions of key domains and BCTs in pub-

lished papers.10

In addition, while the BCT taxonomy process allows identifica-

tion of specific BCTs and domains used in an intervention, the

approach does not address the relative emphasis of one domain or

BCT over others in intervention activities. Rather, the taxonomy

process functions as a binary evaluation of the presence or absence

of a domain or BCT. In order to replicate an intervention or under-

stand how it works some sense of which domains and BCTs were

emphasized would be useful; emphasis may reflect the in-

terventionists' expectations about the potential impact of specific

approaches.

The EARLY trials15 provide a unique opportunity to examine the

extent to which BCTs and domains identified in studies' intervention

protocol are concordant with detail from corresponding intervention

design and study outcome papers. The EARLY trials were funded by

the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) and the Na-

tional Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD)

with the goal of developing, refining and testing innovative behav-

ioral approaches for weight control in young adults at high risk for

weight gain. Each of the seven funded universities were charged with

conducting a unique 2 year intervention that included technology to

appeal to young adults. Sites also agreed to a common primary
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outcome and a set of common elements and measurement protocol.

Of the seven EARLY trials, four trials (two weight loss trials16,17 and

two weight gain prevention trials18,19) included a published inter-

vention design or methods paper,16–19 a published outcome paper

reporting on the effectiveness of the trial,20–23 and produced a

complete intervention protocol.

The purpose of this paper is to compare the number and specific

BCTs and domains identified in a full review of the intervention

protocol (the criterion measure) with BCTs and domains mentioned

in the intervention design or methods paper and in the final outcome

paper. Additionally, using a process that allows comparison of the

emphasis between domains and BCTs used in each intervention, an

examination of which domains and BCTs were most and least

emphasized in each intervention was conducted and compared

across the three sources of materials.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study selection

The four EARLY trials that included complete intervention pro-

tocols, a published intervention design paper, and a published

outcome paper reporting on the effectiveness of the trial were

included in the current analysis. The EARLY interventions included

in this study are: (1) the Cellphone InTervention for You (CITY)

study,16 (2) the Social/Mobile Approaches to Reduce weighT

(SMART) study,17 (3) the Choosing Healthy Options In College

Environment Settings (CHOICES) study,18 and (4) the Study of

Novel Approaches to weight gain Prevention (SNAP).19 Table 1

provides an overview of these four studies. Two studies (CITY and

SMART) focused on weight loss and two studies (CHOICES and

SNAP) targeted weight gain prevention. Two of the studies

(CHOICES and SMART) had a control and a single intervention

arm. CITY had a control arm and a cell phone intervention arm

(SMART CP) and a personal coaching intervention arm (SMART

PC). SNAP had a control arm and a small change intervention arm

(SNAP SC) and a large change intervention arm (SNAP LC). Two of

the four studies focused on college students (CHOICES and

SMART) while the other two (CITY and SNAP) recruited young

adults from the general population. The sample size for the studies

ranged from 365 to 600; White/Caucasians and females repre-

sented the majority of the sample. A variety of technologies were

used to engage young adults randomized to the intervention con-

ditions while young adults randomized to the control condition

received usual care or general health information.

2.2 | Intervention coding

A full description of the coding process and results for all the EARLY

trials is published.11 Briefly, four coders with at least Master's level

training in behavioral science were trained in BCTTv1 using the

website (https://www.bct‐taxonomy.com/)24 and app created by

Michie and colleagues, as well as through practice coding exercises.

Coding plans were developed through meetings held with two of the

initial taxonomy developers, Drs. Charles Abraham and Susan Michie.

For the full review (the coding of the criterion measure) each of

the participating EARLY studies provided the intervention protocol

including intervention manuals of procedures, all intervention ma-

terials, and screen shots or logins for direct access to technology

components. Each treatment arm was coded independently by two or

three raters. After coding, a consensus meeting was used to identify

discrepancies and additional documents were requested from the

sites. Raters independently re‐coded those BCTs for which there was

disagreement. Following this second coding, structured interviews

with study teams were completed to clarify questions and the coding

team met to reach consensus. Following these interviews, the coded

BCTs were sent to sites for their review and consensus. In every case,

the study team indicated that additional BCTs should be coded and

they were asked to provide documentation (e.g., lessons, podcasts,

campaign documents) to demonstrate how the BCT was used. An

average of 3.2 (range 0–12) BCTs were added to the coding following

study team review. A domain was coded as present if an intervention

included at least one BCT from the domain.

For the present study, additional coding was performed using the

published outcome and intervention design papers from each team.

Two independent coders with extensive training in BCT coding and at

least Master's level education reviewed each manuscript coding for

presence or absence of the BCTs. When at least one BCT from a

domain was used, the domain was marked present. After indepen-

dent coding, coders compared results with each other and with a lead

investigator (DT) to resolve any discrepancies and reach consensus

on the coding.

2.3 | Analysis

Coding results were entered in Excel and imported into Stata

(Version 15), with each domain and BCT dummy‐coded as 1 = pre-

sent and 0 = absent and source coded as 1 = full review (representing

a review of the intervention protocol), 2 = published intervention

design paper, and 3 = published outcome paper. The number of do-

mains and BCTs was calculated separately for each intervention arm

(n = 6) and control arm (n = 4), as well as averaged across all arms,

stratified by intervention versus control. Next, for each intervention

arm and coding source, lists of the specific instances of missing do-

mains and BCTs were generated. To determine if domains and BCTs

were missing according to their degree of emphasis in the interven-

tion, missingness was compared using the Analytical Hierarchy Pro-

cess (AHP),25 a method for analyzing complex decisions that uses

pairwise comparisons to determine relative emphasis or importance.

Briefly, each EARLY study team was trained on how to apply the AHP

during a multi‐day face‐to‐face meeting. Each study team received

the list of domains and BCTs used in their intervention arms with

examples of how they were employed. Pairwise comparisons of the
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domains were made on an anchored scale where one indicated equal

emphasis, and values two to nine represented progressively diver-

gent emphasis. Results were presented as the percentage emphasis

of each domain for each intervention arm allowing an estimation of

the extent to which each domain used in the intervention was

emphasized in relationship to other domains used. For the present

analysis, based on examination of the AHP distributions, a domain

was defined as having “High” or “Low” emphasis if it was rated in the

AHP as having ≥10% emphasis or <5% emphasis in the intervention,

respectively.

3 | RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the mean number of domains and BCTs coded across

the intervention and control arms by coded source. While the tax-

onomy contains 16 domains, the unique number of domains used in

the intervention arms ranged from 7.8 to 11.8. Far fewer domains

were used in the control arms (range 2.3–4.0). Likewise, even though

there are 93 BCTs included in the taxonomy, the number of unique

BCTs coded in the intervention arms ranged from 15.3 to 26.7 with

far fewer BCTs coded for the control arms (range 2.8–5.3).

TAB L E 1 Description of individual studies

Study CHOICES CITY SMART SNAP

Institution(s),

PI(s)

U Minnesota, L Lytle Duke U, L Svetkey U California—San Diego, K

Patrick

Brown U, R Wing; U North

Carolina, D Tate

Primary

outcome

Change in BMI Change in weight Change in weight Change in weight

Focus Weight gain prevention Weight loss Weight loss Weight gain prevention

Target

population

Community college students Overweight/obese young

adults

Overweight/obese 4‐year

college students

Young adults

Sample size 441 365 404 600

Recruitment by

race

72.8% white/Caucasian 56% white/Caucasian 41.8% white/Caucasian 75.4% white/Caucasian

15% Black/African American 36% Black/African American 3.7% Black/African American 11.4% Black/African American

6.1% Asian 3% Asian 23.8% Asian 4.3% Asian

4.8% multiple 0% multiple 9.2% multiple 8.7% multiple

1.3% other 1% other 21.5% other 0% other

0% Unknown 4% Unknown 0% Unknown 0.2% Unknown

Recruitment by

gender

67.6% female 70% female 70% female 78.3% female

Technologies

used

Online curriculum; web‐based

social network

Cell phone; bluetooth‐enabled

bathroom scale

Cell phone (text messages,

smartphone apps);

Facebook, web, email

Cell phone; Internet

Brief

intervention

descriptions

Students are randomized to

two conditions:

Intervention and control.

Intervention arm begins

with a one‐credit college

course focused on

behaviors important in

weight control. A web‐
based social network site

designed for this research

and focusing on weight and

behavioral tracking and

goal setting is introduced

during the class and

continues for 24 months.

The control group receives

standard public health

information on maintaining

a healthy weight

Participants are randomized to

one of three conditions1:

cell phone (CP) based

intervention2; personal

coaching (PC) plus cell

phones for self‐
monitoring3; control group.

The cell phone technology

includes self‐monitoring of

weight, diet and physical

activity. Both group and

personalized coaching are

used in the coaching

condition. The control

group receives usual care

Students are randomized to

two conditions:

Intervention and control.

Intervention students

receive theory‐based

content on physical activity,

diet, calories and weight

management strategies

through text messaging,

emails, Facebook, websites,

and apps. Apps are

developed by college‐age

tech designers. Control

students receive access to a

study website with general

health information

Participants are randomized to

one of three conditions1:

large change intervention2;

small change intervention;

and3 control. Two

intervention groups test the

differences in making large

changes (LC) or small

changes (SC) in diet and

physical activity to avoid

unhealthy weight gain. The

goal of the large change

group is to lose 5–10 lb to

buffer against the weight

gain that often occurs

during young adulthood.

The small change group

makes small changes in diet

and activity to reduce the

chance of weight gain. The

control group receives

usual care
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There was loss of domains and BCTs across both intervention

and control arms based on source with the greatest loss occurring

between full review and outcome papers (Figure 1). Compared to

the full review, the average percent loss of domains as counted

across the six intervention arms was 33.9% for outcome papers and

11.0% for design papers. When the coding results of both the

outcome and design papers were combined, the loss was slightly

attenuated to 8.5% compared to the full review. The loss of the

number of BCTs identified was greater than the loss of domains.

Compared to the full review, the average percent loss of BCTs

across the six intervention arms was 42.7%, 21.3%, and 18.4% for

outcome papers, design papers, and combined coding of design and

outcome papers, respectively. Loss of domains and BCTs also

occurred among control arms, but there was little differentiation in

the loss that occurred among design and outcome papers, as

compared to full review.

When examined by study, the pattern of loss for domains was

variable across the six intervention arms (Figure 2). There was zero

percent loss between the design paper and the full review for four

intervention arms (CHOICES, SNAP SC, SNAP LC, and CITY CP),

30.8% loss for CITY PC and 33.3% loss for SMART. The percent loss

of domains between the outcome paper and the full review was much

greater than for the design papers and the full review, with the

exception of the intervention arm in SMART. The percent loss be-

tween the outcome paper and full review was 22.2% (CITY CP), 25%

(SMART), 25% (SNAP SC), 38.5% (CHOICES), 41.7% (SNAP LC) and

46.2% (CITY PC).

Table 2 displays the domains having high and low emphasis ac-

cording to the AHP for each of the six intervention arms. “Feedback

and Monitoring” was a domain emphasized in all six intervention

arms and “Goals and Planning” was emphasized in five of the six

intervention arms. The next most commonly emphasized domain was

“Social Support” with half of the intervention arms emphasizing this

domain. A wide range of domains had low emphasis. All domains

missing in the design paper, as compared to the full review, were

those domains categorized as low emphasis according to the AHP

(Table 3). There was no instance in which a domain was missing in the

design paper yet highly emphasized according to the AHP. While the

majority of domains missing in the outcome paper were also those

categorized as low emphasis according to the AHP, there were ex-

ceptions (Table 4). SMART was missing a domain in the outcome

paper that was categorized as having high emphasis. In addition,

SNAP SC, SNAP LC and SMART were each missing one domain in the

outcome paper that was rated as having neither high nor low

emphasis, that is, these domains had >5% emphasis, but less than

10% (data not shown).

The pattern of loss for BCTs by study is shown in Figure 3. The

loss between the full review and the design papers ranged from

42.4% (CHOICES) to 15.6% for both SNAP SC and SNAP LC. Unex-

pectedly, there was one intervention arm (CITY CP) in which more

BCTs were coded in the design paper than the full review, resulting in

a negative percent change (−13.3%). The pattern of loss between the

full review and the outcome paper also showed a large range of

between 63.6% loss for CHOICES and 20% loss for the CITY CP

intervention arm. Similar to domains, there was no instance in which

a BCT was missing in the design paper or outcome paper yet highly

emphasized according to the AHP (Electronic Supplemental

Material).

4 | DISCUSSION

The results of this study suggest that much detail about both the

domains and BCTs used in intervention studies is lost in published

manuscripts. At the same time, findings from the AHP emphasis

analysis suggest the domains and BCTs identified by coding the

F I GUR E 1 Mean number of domains (A) and behavior change techniques (BCTs) (B) among intervention and control arms, by coding
source
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published papers are picking up the intervention approaches most

emphasized in the intervention. Adding this type of analysis to the

taxonomy coding process provides reassurance that the overall

essence of the intervention is being captured in published papers.

However, the ability of other intervention teams to successfully

replicate and disseminate an effective intervention using the limited

information on domains and BCTs, even with information on the

emphasis, is highly unlikely.

This research also shows that only a fraction of potential do-

mains and BCTs were used in these weight‐related interventions.

Although Michie9 identifies 16 domains and 93 BCTs, the review of

these four obesity interventions show only 75% of possible domains

and 29% of BCTs are used. This finding may suggest the field is not

taking advantage of the full repertoire of intervention approaches

available, or may suggest the utility of domains and BCTs has some

content‐specificity; BCTs appropriate for use in smoking cessation

trials may be less appropriate in obesity trials. Likewise, in-

terventionists may be choosing a parsimonious set of BCTs to use

based on their perceived effectiveness and to avoid creating an

intervention that is overly complicated.

The results of our study may also reflect the possibility that the

taxonomy used in the Michie approach9 is one that has not fully been

adopted by behavioral interventionists. With the exception of

SMART, the interventions designed for these four EARLY trials did

not evolve from a domain/BCT approach; rather, the interventions

were mapped onto the Michie BCT taxonomy9 post hoc. It is possible

that interventionists used different terms to describe the strategies

they used in their interventions and these terms do not map on well

to the BCT taxonomy.

In order to speed up the rate of discovery and dissemination

of effective weight‐related interventions, intervention details must

be more easily accessible to other interventionists and behavioral

scientists in ways that move beyond publication in scientific jour-

nals. There are examples of repositories of interventions that have

been shown to be effective and the content of the intervention

made available on public websites.7 For example, the Evidence‐
Based Cancer Control Programs of the National Cancer Institute

(http://ebccp.cancercontrol.cancer.gov) identify core elements of

interventions found to be effective and provide direct links to the

intervention developer, intervention protocol and materials, and

F I GUR E 2 Number of domains among intervention arms, by coding source and study
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TAB L E 2 Summary of domain emphasis according to the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), by intervention arm

Intervention arm

High emphasis (≥10% according to AHP) Low emphasis (<5% according to AHP)

Domain name % Emphasis Domain name % Emphasis

CHOICES 2‐Feedback and monitoring 24.4 7‐Associations 4.9

1‐Goals and planning 21.3 11‐Regulation 4.2

10‐Reward and threat 11.0 9‐Comparison of outcomes 4.2

3‐Social support 10.6 8‐Repetition and substitution 4.1

5‐Natural consequences 2.2

12‐Antecedents 1.6

6‐Comparison of behavior 1.5

15‐Self‐belief 1.1

CITY PC 2‐Feedback and monitoring 22.3 10‐Reward and threat 4.8

1‐Goals and planning 20.4 5‐Natural consequences 3.9

3‐Social support 16.6 6‐Comparison of behavior 3.0

15‐Self‐belief 2.6

8‐Repetition and substitution 2.3

13‐Identity 2.3

9‐Comparison of outcomes 2.1

11‐Regulation 2.0

CITY CP 2‐Feedback and monitoring 36.0 10‐Reward and threat 3.7

7‐Associations 25.4 3‐Social support 2.4

12‐Antecedents 11.9 5‐Natural consequences 2.4

9‐Comparison of outcomes 2.1

SMART 2‐Feedback and monitoring 22.4 7‐Associations 3.8

1‐Goals and planning 20.3 5‐Natural consequences 3.4

3‐Social support 16.1 4‐Shaping knowledge 2.5

10‐Reward and threat 11.2 15‐Self‐belief 2.3

12‐Antecedents 1.9

8‐Repetition and substitution 1.7

SNAP SC 2‐Feedback and monitoring 30.5 4‐Shaping knowledge 4.3

1‐Goals and planning 23.6 7‐Associations 4.3

8‐Repetition and substitution 10.3 15‐Self‐belief 4.3

5‐Natural consequences 2.7

6‐Comparison of behavior 2.7

9‐Comparison of outcomes 1.8

12‐Antecedents 1.8

SNAP LC 2‐Feedback and monitoring 30.5 4‐Shaping knowledge 4.3

1‐Goals and planning 23.6 7‐Associations 4.3

8‐Repetition and substitution 10.3 15‐Self‐belief 4.3

5‐Natural consequences 2.7

6‐Comparison of behavior 2.7

9‐Comparison of outcomes 1.8

12‐Antecedents 1.8
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training and technical support for implementing the interven-

tion.7 This type of access is typically available only for in-

terventions that have been rigorously studied and found to be

effective.

Other mechanisms for making intervention details more widely

available are needed for all stages of intervention development.26

Some journals are offering a Supplemental Material section, often

available only online with the electronic version of the article, as an

option for providing more detailed information. In addition, there is a

push to expand the CONSORT guidelines by adding a checklist of

details that should be included on aspects of the intervention. Both

TIDieR (Template for Intervention Description and Replication)27 and

the CONSORT‐SPI 2018 extension28 call for additional details to be

provided when reporting on any intervention study. Montgomery

et al. (2018) suggested that in addition to funders and publishers,

there are other stakeholders who would find the revised CONSORT

diagram and checklist helpful, including the study designers as they

consider ways to ensure the quality of their studies, as well as policy

makers and practitioners.

The limitations of this research include that this exercise was

conducted with just four weight‐related intervention trials. In addi-

tion, the focus of this research was on the intervention as designed,

not as actually delivered; no attempt was made to incorporate

available process data to document the actual domains or BCTs

delivered to participants. The discrepancies that exist between the

domains and BCTs identified in the intervention protocol versus the

outcome paper may, in part, reflect the gap between what was

intended and the intervention that was actually delivered. However,

to the extent that most design and outcome papers include a

description of the intervention as designed, these findings suggest

that an incomplete picture is being portrayed.

TAB L E 4 Domains missing in outcome papers versus full
review, by intervention arm and level of emphasis according to the
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)

Emphasis of
domain in

AHP

Intervention arm Name of missing domain Higha Lowb

Weight gain prevention trials

CHOICES 5‐Natural consequences X

6‐Comparison of behavior X

7‐Associations X

8‐Repetition and substitution X

12‐Antecedents X

SNAP SC 5‐Natural consequences X

6‐ Comparison of behavior X

10‐Reward and threatc

SNAP LC 5‐Natural consequences X

6‐Comparison of behavior X

7‐Associations X

10‐Reward and threatc

12‐Antecedents X

Weight loss trials

CITY PC 5‐Natural consequences X

6‐Comparison of behavior X

8‐Repetition and substitution X

10‐Reward and threat X

11‐Regulation X

13‐Identity X

CITY CP 5‐Natural consequences X

10‐Reward and threat X

SMART 6‐Comparison of behaviorc

10‐Reward and threat X

12‐Antecedents X

aRated as having ≥10% emphasis in the intervention according to the

AHP.
bRated as having <5% emphasis in the intervention according to the

AHP.
cRated as having >5% and <10% emphasis in the intervention according

to the AHP.

TAB L E 3 Domains missing in design papers versus full review,
by intervention arm and level of emphasis according to the
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)

Emphasis of
domain in

AHP

Intervention arm Name of missing domain Higha Lowb

Weight gain prevention trials

CHOICES 5‐Natural consequences X

SNAP SC None missing ‐‐ ‐‐

SNAP LC None missing ‐‐ ‐‐

Weight loss trials

CITY PC 5‐Natural consequences X

6‐Comparison of behavior X

10‐Reward and threat X

13‐Identity X

CITY CP 5‐Natural consequences X

SMART 5‐Natural consequences X

6‐Comparison of behavior X

8‐Repetition and substitution X

12‐Antecedents X

aRated as having ≥10% emphasis in the intervention according to the

AHP.
bRated as having <5% emphasis in the intervention according to the

AHP.
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One of the strengths of the study is the use of four intervention

trials that had complete sets of intervention protocol, a published

design paper, and primary outcome paper. In addition, the use of

interventions from the EARLY consortium also provides some stan-

dardization across the interventions with regard to the length, in-

tensity, and intent of the intervention, allowing a more direct

comparisons between trials with regard to how they are described.

Previous research attempting to examine the correspondence be-

tween BCTs and domains cited in outcome papers as compared to

intervention protocol have noted the low response to requests for

intervention protocol manuals and the actual numbers of manuals

received. This poor response limits the generalizability of the findings

and also suggests that intervention manual of procedures may not be

commonly prepared or in a format that allows easy sharing with

other intervention teams.12

This is one of the first studies to examine the criterion validity of

the description of obesity interventions in the published research as

compared to the intervention protocol using the Michie taxonomy

and coding process. In addition, the four EARLY studies provide

unique insights into the reporting of domains and BCTs in obesity

interventions with a strong technology focus. To our knowledge, this

is the first study, across any behavioral content area, to examine if

the intended emphasis of the domains and BCTs, as reported by

study interventionists, was related to the domains and BCTs reported

in the design and primary outcome paper. The findings provide some

reassurance that those domains and BCTs considered especially

important to the interventionists are reflected in the primary

outcome and intervention design papers.

5 | CONCLUSION

In order to make progress on creating and disseminating effective

interventions to reduce obesity risk as well as other behaviorally‐
related health risks, the field needs to recognize and appreciate the

importance of describing interventions in detail and in being more

transparent about intervention design. Descriptions of interventions

in published manuscripts need to be recognized for what they are:

brief overviews of the general intervention approaches used. While

the Michie taxonomy9 attempts to document one important element

F I GUR E 3 Number of behavior change techniques (BCTs) among intervention arms, by coding source and study
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of the intervention—the domains and BCTs used as intervention

strategies—detail is not available on dose, delivery method, intended

recipients, or the specific content of the strategies used. In addition,

no information on the overall intervention design process is provided

in the taxonomy including the determinants that were targeted by

the intervention strategies; how those determinants and related

intervention approaches and strategies were chosen to address the

needs of the target population; and the role of various stakeholders

involved in designing, delivering, and evaluating the intervention.

Without providing details on the intervention and the intervention

design process used to create an intervention, attempts to refine,

adapt, and disseminate interventions are stymied.5–7,29
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